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Schools Are Brainwashing Kids to Hate America Through
“Ethnic Studies” Curricula
From FreedomProject Media:

School lessons teaching vitriolic hatred of
America, Christianity, the traditional family,
individual liberty, and more are spreading
across the country like a deadly cancer. And
like cancer, the result will be suffering and
death — in particular, death of sanity and
civilization, among other victims.

Under the guise of fighting “whiteness,”
government schools from California to North
Carolina and everywhere in between are
subjecting the captive children in their care
to so-called “ethnic studies” programs.
These ideological and political brainwashing
schemes bring to mind communist re-
education programs, critics said.

As part of “ethnic studies” curricula, children are given classroom instruction on how “race, class,
gender, sexuality, and citizenship status are tools of oppression, power, and privilege,” explained writer
John Murawski in a piece for RealClearInvestigations blowing the lid of the newest Marxist
indoctrination programs to hit U.S. schools.

During the lessons, Murawski continued, the children are taught that “colonialism, state violence,
racism, intergenerational trauma, heteropatriarchy,” and other real and imagined evils are all linked
together by a common thread: “whiteness.” And so, society must be radically transformed along Soviet
lines to deal with it.

Of course, all of this is idiotic to the max. But because children today no longer receive even basic
training in logic or real history — most in California cannot even read — they have no way of realizing
that they are being manipulated and duped. Instead, the children are unwittingly being weaponized to
break down America, liberty, the church, the family, and even civilization itself, literally.

To read the rest of the article, click here.
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